
Div, Idol and Elijah the Prophet in the Igor Tale
[This is an informal paper. All the references and more details can be found in Russian
Apocalypse (1986), in Lances Sing and in The Igor Tales and Their Folkloric Background.]

Forty years ago, I formulated a theory that the folk hero known as Il’ia Muromets derives from
Elijah the Prophet, who, according to my theory, played a central role as Christianizer in an oral
tale of the Kievan Period. In that tale, Elijah comes from Constantinople to Kiev, where he
destroys the pagan idol of Perun, god of thunder, rain and lightning. As he sets out from
Constantinople, St. John the Apostle arms him with a staff symbolizing the power of the Church.
On the way to Kiev his path is barred by a mythical bird, which he overcomes before entering
Kiev and defeating the idol. The fantastical tale could be called a symbolic celebration of the
advent of the Christian faith in the Kievan realm. It belonged to an oral epic tradition that later
gave us byliny recorded in the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

The sequence of events in this Kievan tale has been preserved in various ways in byliny,
Russian and Belorussian skazki, and a number of early Russian sources that drew upon
folkloric tales. However, my own suspicion that there was a tale in which a Christian hero
overcomes a mythic bird on his way to destroying the Perun idol was first aroused by a motif
near the beginning of the Slovo o polku Igoreve. This tale was first composed as an epic song
soon after the defeat of Igor Sviatoslavich in 1185, but the version that has reached us was not
written down until sometime in the thirteenth century. Coming from an oral tradition, it naturally
employs oral formulae and motifs throughout its narrative. Some of its oral motifs are
retrospective, alluding to older, familiar epic songs. The bird-idol sequence in the Igor Tale
appears to allude in an ironic fashion to the old, familiar song about the defeat of Perun in Kiev.

As Prince Igor leads his army toward the Don River region, a mythic bird in the treetops, the Div,
warns an idol in Tmutorokan of the army's approach. Interestingly enough, a mythic bird
blocking the way to Kiev and a foe known as “pagan Idol” are two of the most prominent figures
in the Russian folk epic from the early Kievan period. In a bylina known as “Il’ia i
Solovei-razboinik” (“Il’ia and Nightingale the Brigand”), Il’ia Muromets subdues a huge bird
creature that nests atop nine oaks. The confrontation takes place in the woods outside Kiev. The
creature, known as Solovei-razboinik (Nightingale the Brigand), screams deafeningly in the
treetops, wreaking havoc for miles around. After subduing Solovei, Il’ia takes the captive
creature to Kiev. In some versions, Il’ia then slaughters Solovei, while in others the huge bird is
forced to obey Il’ia by providing a sample of his deafening scream for the entertainment of the
Kiev Prince.

Alongside the bylina about Solovei, and clearly dating from the same early epoch, is the bylina
“Il’ia i Idolishche” (“Il’ia and the Huge Idol”). In this song Il’ia encounters a big pilgrim named
Ivanishche (Huge John) who arms Il’ia with his pilgrim staff. Il’ia then travels to Kiev, vaulting
from hilltop to hilltop on the fantastical staff. He then frees Kiev from the evil Tatar occupier
Idolishche (Huge Idol). In Belorussian folktales known as kazki, the subduing of Solovei and the
subsequent confrontation with Idol comprise a single narrative. Solovei guards the way to the



Kiev palace controlled by Idol (called Abzhora ‘Glutton' in the kazki). Il’ia first subdues Solovei
before defeating Abzhora. This same structure with two foes is exhibited by a number of
Russian skazka versions of the tale and by a bylina recorded in Siberia. The bird-idol sequence
found in these tales, viewed alongside the Div-idol motif in the Igor Tale, suggests that in the
songs that were sung 800 years ago the mythic bird and an idol appeared together in a single
tale and the encounters with the bird and the idol were eventually separated in bylina tradition,
resulting in two separate songs: “Il’ia and Solovei” and “Il’ia and Idol.”

One circumstance in the bylina “Il’ia and Solovei” suggests that a split did indeed take place.
The ominous bird creature has two homes. One is his enormous nest atop nine oaks. But after
Il’ia subdues the creature by shooting him in the eye and heads for Kiev, he stops at Solovei’s
house, where the creature’s daughters attempt to club Il’ia in the gateway. Comparison of this
motif with the Belorussian kazki makes it clear that this episode originally took place at the
entrance to Vladimir’s palace in Kiev, where Abzhora’s henchmen try to club Il’ia as he enters. In
the bylina about Solovei, the palace entryway has been transformed into the gate by Solovei’s
house, resulting in an incongruity: Solovei, a bird creature, has two homes, one in the trees
where he belongs and one in a house of the human sort.

But what is the evidence that Il’ia Muromets goes back to Elijah the Prophet in Kievan epic
songs? After all, he is called Muromets, a name that links him with the town of Murom. But
folkloric texts about Il’ia written down in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries connect him
with Karachev, not with Murom. And the earliest documented allusion to Il’ia comes in the
Dietrichsaga, which was compiled in the early thirteenth century and reflects tales that are even
older. In this Germanic source, Il’ia is a mighty war marshal serving Kiev Prince Vladimir and he
is said to come from Byzantium (Jarl af Greka). The picture becomes clearer when one sees
that the bylina about Il’ia and Idolishche places him in the Byzantine region at the outset of the
tale. There he encounters the pilgrim Ivanishche (who is presumably on a pilgrimage to the Holy
Land). We know that this Ivanishche goes back to St. John the Apostle, thanks to the vita of
Avraamii, Christianizer of Rostov. In this legendary account, Avraamii wants to destroy the
Rostov idol of Volos, but each time he approaches the idol he grows weak. Suddenly a starets
(holy man; also the term used for the pilgrim Ivanishche) appears before him and tells him to go
to the house of St. John in Constantinople if he wants to destroy the idol. Avraamii sets out for
Constantinople, but when he reaches the Ishnia River outside of Rostov St. John makes a
magical appearance and gives him a holy staff for destroying the idol. Avraamii then returns to
Rostov and destroys the idol with St. John’s staff. The vita of Avraamii clearly draws upon
legendary sources that followed folkloric patterns. It shows that St. John the Apostle, donor of a
holy staff symbolizing the power of the Church, is the prototype for the pilgrim “Big John” who
gives his staff to Il’ia. Moreover, the legend about Avraamii shows that the role of Byzantium at
the outset of Il’ia’s journey to Kiev is not a fortuitous feature. Il’ia was coming from
Constantinople, cradle of Christianity in Rus’. In one redaction of the vita, at the beginning of the
episode with the pagan idol, Avraamii is compared with the prophet Elijah:



Преподобный же Авраамий, видев сицевую злую прелесть в несмысленных человецех. И
огорчися духом зело, и возревновав по Господе Бозе Вседержители, якоже древле пророк
Илия.

["And, seeing this deception among ignorant people, the most worthy Avraamii was exceedingly
disheartened and was filled with fervor to serve his Lord God the Almighty like the Prophet
Elijah of old."]

And in that same redaction we are told that Avraamii was crippled and could not walk as a child
until he was visited by merchants from the west. They introduced him to Christian teaching and
soon thereafter he was miraculously healed. This motif mirrors the healing of Il'ia Muromets,
who in folktales is said to have gained the power to walk after a visit by merchants, saints or
pilgrims. Many questions surround the history of the three redactions of this saint's life, but it is
certain that the legend of Avraamii's vanquishing the pagan idol was seen on the backdrop of
the tale about Elijah's victory over the Kievan idol of Perun.

But why was Elijah the Prophet chosen to be Christianizer in a tale about the pagan idol of
Perun? The answer is obvious to anyone who has seriously studied Russian folk beliefs. With
the introduction of Christian lore, Elijah - biblical foe of idolatry - gradually replaced Perun as
lord of rain, thunder and lightning. The Slavs saw Elijah as analogous to their own Perun. In Old
Testament accounts, Elijah has the power to bring rain or drought; he flies into the heavens on a
fiery chariot; he brings down fire onto the priests of Baal; and the holiday of Elijah comes in late
summer when thunderstorms are frequent. Therefore, the early tale about Elijah portrayed the
demise of Perun at the hands of his successor in East Slavic lore. It was a symbolic portrayal of
the victory of the Christian Church over the pagan cults.

At least two Russian chronicles contain folkloric accounts that support the hypothesis of a
single, complex tale with both bird and idol. One is the chronicle attributed to Ioakim of
Novgorod that was included by Tatishchev in his Russian History. According to this rare
chronicle, when Prince Vladimir’s uncle Dobrynya came to Novgorod to convert the city, his way
was obstructed on the Volkhov bridge by a pagan priest named Solovei. Dobrynya sets fire to
buildings along the river, inducing the pagan populace to relent. He then enters the city, destroys
the pagan idols, and baptizes the people. Another source, the Trinity compilative chronicle,
relates how Aleksandr Popovich (whose name is that of a familiar hero in bylina tradition) frees
Kiev from a motley force of pagans and other infidels. When he arrives at the Pochaina (the
baptismal stream in Kiev), he encounters an enigmatic figure called Solovei. After capturing an
enemy marshal named Volchi Khvost (Wolf's Tail) and forcing him to accept baptism, he
captures Kiev, driving away the infidels.

Underlying these various tales one can discern a pattern in which the hero first encounters a
bird figure and then destroys an idol. One can see that the foes whom the hero encounters
derive from deities in the pagan Slavic pantheon, but as centuries passed they tended to be
reinterpreted as humans. And with the passage of time the spiritual heroes Elijah and St. John
came to be seen as mortals who simply possess extraordinary physical size or strength.



Idolishche becomes a Tatar invader. St. John is demoted to the status of pilgrim. Elijah is
reinterpreted as a mighty warrior, and eventually he is assigned the hometown of Murom.

In alluding to the bird-idol sequence of the song about Elijah, the Igor Tale gives us a fleeting
glimpse of a few details in that song as it was sung in the twelfth century. Most interesting is the
name Div for the bird deity that calls out to the idol in Tmutorokan. A few early accounts mention
a Slavic deity known as Div or Dii, but only the Igor Tale shows us that it was perceived as
birdlike. Possibly Solovei was the mythological Div in the early history of the tale.

[This question is extremely complicated. Divs in Persian lore are mythical, supernatural beasts
that often guard a central deity or magical creature. The Div of the Igor Tale might be the
Simurg, which is essentially a bird div, although it enjoys a special status among the divs and is
not ordinarily referred to as a div. The Primary Chronicle includes the Simargl among the deities
of Prince Vladimir, but it provides no description of the Simargl’s functions. It would appear to be
the Persian Simurg, but it remains a mystery just how it became familiar in Rus’. Was it really a
Slavic deity or was it only a folkloric figure that gained currency in Rus’ thanks to tales in which
the Simurg played a role? One such tale was the song about St. George and the evil Persian
Emperor Madian. This tale depicts Madian as a dragon-like foe, and his palace is guarded by an
enormous bird called a Strafil, Naga, Nogai or Chernogon. The structure of the tale closely
parallels that of the composite tale about Il’ia, Solovei and Idolishche. It portrays the defeat of
the Persian foe by a cultural hero of Byzantine Christendom. The tale raises the possibility that
the mythical bird comes directly from Iranian mythology and might not have been an embedded
feature of the Slavic pantheon. At any rate, in an early recording of the bylina about Dobrynya
and the dragon - an allegorical portrayal of baptism and conversion - the female figure who is
abducted by the dragon is named Mar’ia Divovna (daughter of the Div). This detail might
conceivably go back to early tales in which the mythical bird was still called Div, not yet Solovei.]

When I promulgated this theory forty years ago, the irony was obvious in the portrayal of Igor as
though he were setting out, like Elijah, to destroy an idol but, unlike the glorious Elijah, he is
utterly defeated. His army is decimated and he is captured. However, there is another level of
irony that I overlooked.

About a decade before his tragic defeat, in 1174, Igor defeated the Polovtsy. At the end of their
account of that battle, the chroniclers note that the victory came on Elijah's Day, July 20 Old
Style. Now, it does not require any ingenuity to imagine what epic singers might do with an
Elijah's Day victory in a culture where Elijah has already been enshrined as the vanquisher of
Perun and the pagan cults. Igor was likely enshrined in song as a new Elijah. Motifs pertaining
to Elijah, such as the bird-idol sequence and vaulting on the staff of the Church, were likely
employed in the imagery portraying Igor’s victory.

This places the Div-idol motif of the Igor Tale in a new light. If a related motif was part of the
song celebrating the 1174 victory, then the allusion to the Div and an idol in the later Igor Tale
alludes not only to the song about Elijah, but also to the previous songs in which Igor was
depicted, like Elijah, as a heroic Christianizer. It is as though the singer is saying: “Yes, Prince



Igor launched his raid in hopes of reviving the glory of 1174, conquering the infidels like Elijah,
but listen to my song and you will see how badly his campaign went awry.” Igor's victory on the
holiday of Elijah might well explain the immediate intent behind the Div-idol motif as an ironic
echo of an earlier, jubilant song.

It appears that the tale about Elijah's defeat of the pagan idol served as a national cultural myth
that remained as a centerpiece of the epic tradition for centuries - even as the idol was
reinterpreted as a Tatar invader and Elijah gradually lost his identity as a divine, saintly figure
and came to be seen as a mighty warrior from Murom. However, his saintly nature was not
entirely forgotten, and this led to Dostoevsky's reference to Il'ia Muromets as the spiritual ideal
of the Russian people.

On the background of this cultural myth, the manner in which Ivan the Terrible launched his
final, victorious campaign against Kazan' can be seen in a new light. He visited the resting place
of Avraamii in Rostov and took the staff that St. John had reputedly given to Avraamii. Then, on
July 20 (Old Style), the holiday of the prophet Elijah, he set out for Kazan' - from Murom - and
he kept Avraamii's staff throughout the campaign. It is uncertain whether the epic hero Il'ia had
already become associated with Murom in certain regional traditions by the mid-sixteenth
century when Ivan captured Kazan', but, regardless of this detail, it appears that Ivan was
consciously following the propitious pattern of the national myth of Elijah's triumph over the
heathen cults. Armed with the staff of St. John, Ivan, too, would be victorious over the heathen.
And it would seem that in Ivan's day the epic hero's original identity as the biblical prophet was
not yet forgotten. Chroniclers note that Ivan's birth was accompanied by spectacular lightning
and thunder that shook towns across Moscovia to their foundations. To the Russian folk
imagination of that time, any thunderstorm was automatically attributed to Elijah, whose most
common epithet, 'stormy' (groznyi: groznyi prorok Iliia) is identical to the epithet that became
attached to Ivan (groznyi, generally translated as 'the Terrible').

In this essay I have tried to abridge and encapsulate my theory, fully aware that even this
encapsulated presentation will be read by only a few - if at all. I have left aside much supporting
evidence and skirted around questions that my theory raises. (See my previous publications.)
Indeed, the theory itself brings in its wake many new questions, including the relationship
between the early Kievan tale about Elijah and the song about St. George and Madian, the
chronology of changes in the Elijah tale, its relation to the Apocalypse (with its dragon and
image of the beast), the relationship between the Elijah tale and the bylina about Alyosha
Popovich and Tugarin the dragon… However, I believe that the basic outlines of the early Elijah
tale (Elijah-St. John-Bird-Idol) are clear enough, supported by reflections of that tale in early
Russian sources and by evidence found in the oral tales that are successors to the early Elijah
tale. I believe that an awareness of Elijah's role in that central cultural myth will prove helpful -
much as it helps us to appreciate the significance of Igor Sviatoslavich's victory over the
Polovtsy on Elijah's Day and the importance of Ivan's setting out to Kazan' on Elijah's Day,
armed with the staff of St. John.




